Admiral launch first 50m C Force superyacht
Ouranos
A little over a week since the launch of the 55 metre Quinta Essentia, Admiral Yachts has today
announced that the Admiral C Force 50 metre superyacht Ouranos has been launched. Built for
a repeat client, she features interior design from Gian Marco Campanino in collaboration with
Admiral Centro Stile, whilst Uniellé Yacht Design undertook her exterior design.

Her interior uses a mix of natural leather and refined joinery, creating a chic and sophisticated
atmosphere throughout. She accommodates guests over several generous staterooms, including
the large master suite located on the main deck. This space is flooded with natural light from large
windows, and also features a private office and walk-in wardrobe. Three VIP cabins and two twin
cabins with extra Pullman berths are located on the lower deck.
The main design feature of the yacht, Admiral state, is found in her two saloons on the main and
upper decks, virtually connected by continuous full headroom side windows which go from the
main deck sideways up to the upper saloon ceilings, offering incredible sea views. All three decks
on board are connected by a glass elevator.
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One of her most notable areas is the large beach club, which offers both indoor and outdoor
spaces for guests to enjoy whilst remaining close to the water. Inside is the wellness area,
featuring a massage area, gym and day head, and is directly connected to the main saloon through
a dedicated staircase and to the external terrace through a sliding watertight door. The beach club
may be open and enlarged further thanks to the two side opening hull ports, which create two
other terraces on the sea.
The main deck aft cockpit is a huge lounge area featuring plenty of sunbathing space; the main
access to the yacht is from this cockpit, via a large pivoting passerelle which is concealed within
the transom. The upper aft cockpit has been designed as the main exterior dining space, while the
sun deck is the party area of the Admiral C Force 50 featuring a large Jacuzzi surrounded by
sunbeds.
Under the large hard top there is also a bar and another dining table, further protected by
retractable awning systems and by an opening windscreen, placed forward, which allows guests to
enjoy the best of al fresco dining even on windy nights.
Ouranos is scheduled to cruise the Mediterranean this summer season and will be displayed at the
2016 edition of the Monaco Yacht Show. She will subsequently cross the Atlantic to the Caribbean
where she will spend her first winter. The owner and his family plan to offer her for charter.
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